
YEAR 1 GHASP

T E R M  6  W E E K  2



THIS WEEK

• There are 3 GHaSP sessions to work through this week with 

the focus being on writing questions. 

• Each GHASP session should take about 10-15 minutes.

• There are also some spelling and handwriting activities to try.  

These should take between 5 and 10 minutes.



SPELLING
• This week you will have these words to practise based on our phonics learning.  

These are:

city    face     house     fierce    

giant     age     edge
• Here are some ideas for practising your spellings:

Can you use each word in a sentence?

Can you write each word 3 times, in a different colour each time?

Can you practise writing each word using cursive letter formations?

Can you colour the vowels in green and the consonants in blue?



HANDWRITING
• Practise writing your spelling words using the ‘Magic Words’ game on 

www.letterjoin.co.uk. Alternatively, you could try practising your letter 

formations using the ‘Word Bank’.

http://www.letterjoin.co.uk/




GHASP – SESSION 1

• This week we are continuing to learn about questions. 

• Can you remember what we need to include in a question?

– Question word

– Question mark

• On the next few pages are some activities to identify these parts of 

questions. The answer can be found on the page after each question.

• Lastly, we would like you to look at the picture on page 13 and write 

some of your own questions based on what you can see.



Varied Fluency 2

Circle the word that might tell you the sentence below is a question.  

How high can you jump?  
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Varied Fluency 2

Circle the word that might tell you the sentence below is a question.  

How high can you jump?  
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Varied Fluency 3

Add punctuation to complete the sentence.

What time did you get up ___
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Varied Fluency 3

Add punctuation to complete the sentence.

What time did you get up ___
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?



Varied Fluency 5

True or false. Milly’s sentence makes sense.  

You fall over how did?
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Varied Fluency 5

True or false. Milly’s sentence makes sense.  

You fall over how did?

False, the correct question would be, how did you fall over?  
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Introduction

Think of two questions you can ask, that your partner can answer, 

using the picture below.  

Various possible questions, for example:

What colour is the snake?
How many animals are in the picture?    



GHASP – SESSION 2

• You should now be more familiar with some of the vocabulary used to form 

questions. We have also looked at examples of what is or is not a question.

• Today we are going to look at some sentences that open with question words 

but are not in fact questions. For example; 

What a lovely day.      How clever!       When the wind blows… 

• These do not need an answer so do not have a question mark at the end.

• On the next few pages are some activities to focus on this idea. The answer can 

be found on the page after each question.

• Extra challenge: Can you think of any more ‘non-question’ sentences that begin 

with a question word? For example, ‘What a lot of noise!’



Varied Fluency 2

Complete the following sentences with a question mark or a full 

stop.

What a big dog ___

How did you hurt your toe ___
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Varied Fluency 2

Complete the following sentences with a question mark or a full 

stop.

What a big dog ___

How did you hurt your toe ___
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.

?



Varied Fluency 4

Underline the question in the text below. 

When we went to the shop we saw a boy. “What 

are you doing here?” I asked him.  
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Varied Fluency 4

Underline the question in the text below. 

When we went to the shop we saw a boy. “What 

are you doing here?” I asked him.  
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Reasoning 1

Omar thinks his writing below needs a question mark. 

What a huge mess? 

Is he correct? Explain how you know.
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Reasoning 1

Omar thinks his writing below needs a question mark.

What a huge mess? 

Is he correct? Explain how you know.

Omar is not correct because the sentence does not need an 

answer. 
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Application 1

Add a word from the word bank to complete the sentences below 

and add the correct punctuation.

___________ can we go to the park __

_____________ a hard game __
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Application 1

Add a word from the word bank to complete the sentences below 

and add the correct punctuation.

___________ can we go to the park __

_____________ a hard game __
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What If When

When

What

?

.



Application 2

Rearrange the words to create a sentence and add the correct 

punctuation.
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dolphin

see

did

you

Where

the



Application 2

Rearrange the words to create a sentence and add the correct 

punctuation.
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dolphin

seedid youWhere

the ?



GHASP - SESSION 3

• For our last session on questions we are going to combine all our learning.

• On the next few pages there are 3 different activities set at 3 challenge levels. 

Please work with a grown up to choose the appropriate level for you.

• Remember, questions need:

– A question word at the beginning.

– A question mark at the end.

– They must be asking something and require an answer.

• Top tip: Read through the sentences carefully and check whether or not they 

are a question!



Session 3 – Activity 1



Session 3 – Activity 2



Session 3 – Activity 3



YEAR 1 READING
Term 6 Week 2



Reading Eggs and Reading Eggspress

• Please also work through the activities assigned to your child on 
www.readingeggs.co.uk

• New activities are set each week including reading and spelling 
lessons and ‘driving’ tests.

• This week we have also assigned a book for your child to read on 
Reading Eggspress: https://readingeggspress.co.uk

• This is a great way for us to keep track of your child’s progress and to 
assess their reading.

http://www.readingeggs.co.uk/
https://readingeggspress.co.uk/?_ga=2.226281242.1420888273.1590758572-538584754.1556277996


Reading Books
Please go to https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-school/oxford-owl-ebook-collection and select 1 or 2 
books for your child to read this week. You will need to create your own log in to be able to do this, 
however this is currently free to do. The ebooks are the same stages as the books that your child reads at 
school. You can find out what stage your child is on by looking on their school reading books. If you’re not 
sure, please email Mrs Janman at lemurs@bratton.wilts.sch.uk. 
For a challenge, please also try a book from the next stage up. 
As well as reading the texts, please use the following ideas to support discussions about what he or 
she has read:
• Before reading, talk about what they think will happen in the story or what the text will be about.
• Talk about whether he or she likes or dislikes a text, explaining why.
• Stories: Ask your child to re-tell the story in sequence. Talk about the main characters and talk about 

words to describe the characters.
• Non-fiction: Ask your child to talk about the key facts that he or she can remember.

There are also lots of great stories online to listen to and discuss:
Cbeebies Stories - https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00jdlm2/cbeebies-bedtime-stories
David Walliams – elevenses story time daily – https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-school/oxford-owl-ebook-collection
mailto:lemurs@bratton.wilts.sch.uk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00jdlm2/cbeebies-bedtime-stories
https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/


Year 1 Phonics
Term 6 Week 2



This week

 Each phonics session should take about 15-20 minutes.

 There are 2 phase 6 sessions (including some recapping of 

phase 5 sounds) for all pupils.

 We have also added some Phase 3 and 5 Flashcards to the 

Lemur Class webpage for children to practise recall of 

these key sounds.

 If you and your children would like to work on some 

consolidation activities to build confidence, then please 

do look over some of the phonics activities on Zebras page 

or refer back to the phase 5 sessions from Term 5 as well.

 If your child would like to try some phonics games then 

log in to Phonics Play: https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username = march20

Password = home

https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Phonics - Session 1

 Today we are going to learn about the soft ‘c’ sound.

 As we have learnt previously, in words like ‘city’ the ‘c’ makes 

a ‘sss’ sound.

 This is also the sound that the letter ‘c’ makes in the middle 

of a split digraph. For example, ‘face’ and ‘ice’. 

 Please watch this video to recap words with these first 2 rules: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSG1RD42-5g

 If a word ends in ‘ce’ or ‘se’ then these 2 letters together also 

make the soft ‘c’ sound. For example, ‘sauce’ and ‘house’.

 We would like you to try writing a label for each of the ‘ce’ and 

‘se’ word pictures on the next page. Remember that they all 

make the soft ‘c’ sound. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSG1RD42-5g


Phonics - Session 1

 Answers on the next page.



Phonics - Session 1

dance voice prince fence

goose / geese noise cheese blouse



Phonics - Session 1

 Over the next 4 pages are a selection of soft ‘c’ sound 

activities for you to try.

 You could try 1 or 2 today or, alternatively, you could 

try them all over a few sessions.



Phonics - Session 1

 We would like you to choose the correct spelling of the last word in 

these sentences:

 1. The rocket went into ( spase / space  / spas).

 2. A clown works in a ( sircus / circis / circus).

 3. Cinderella lost her shoe at the ( palace / place / palis).

 4. Tom was first in the ( rase / rack  / race).

 5. Mum thought the flowers were ( nis / nice /  nise).

 6. It was so cold there was ( ice / ise / eyes ) on the road.

 7. The princess danced with the ( price / prinse / prince)

 8. We went to the cinema in the (city / sity / sitay).

 9. The mice thought the (slice / slis / slic) of cheese was nice.

 10.Put a dot in the centre of the (sircle / circul / circle).



Phonics - Session 1

 Lastly, we would like you to try this rhyming activity:



Phonics - Session 1



Phonics - Session 1



Phonics - Session 2

 Today we are going to learn about the soft ‘g’ sound.

 Please start by watching this video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xL4WykIuCRw

 The spelling rule is that the letter ‘g’ will make a ‘j’ sound 

when it comes before the letters ‘e’, ‘i’ or ‘y’.

 Here are a few examples:

cage gigantic     gym

 There are 3 short activities to try based on this sound. Please try 

them all.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xL4WykIuCRw


Phonics - Session 3 
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Phonics - Session 3 

 Can you use any of these words in your own sentence? For example:

 The gigantic giant was even taller than the orange giraffe!


